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' RIENDS and FELLOW-CITIZENS

-

When last I addressed you I spoke on

the duties of citizenship. On that occasion I

inculcated duty to your city, love of your

parish, sacrifice for your poorer neighbours in

a common cause for your common city.

You took the advice in the

London County Council elec-

tion, and in your endorsement

of its progressive policy sup-

ported a public body that,

with all its drawbacks—Parliamentary limitations and mono-
poly opposition—had done more for London in ten years

than Parliament had done for a century. (Cheers.) The
London County Council was the Mark Tapley of municipal



life. If repulsed one day, it returned to the attack on the

morrow. It was neither depressed by misfortune nor intoxi-

cated by success, and it was the duty of the poor to make it

so powerful for good that Parliament must cease, in the interest

of monopoly, obstructing it in its salvation of London. (Cheers.)

Thereason forthedifference between Parliament and the London
County Council was that hope, charity, and perseverance with

the neighbourly spirit had inspired the Council in all its excellent

work. To-night I speak to you upon " some social problems,''

not only those questions that affect your material surroundings,

such as physical environment, local needs, industrial troubles,

and inequalities of social life, but I intend to deal not only

with some burdens that are imposed upon you by past neglect

and present mismanagement, but also with those burdens and

grievances you are partly responsible for, through the tastes

you satisfy, the desires you gratify, the cravings you intensify,

the difficulties your undisciplined conduct creates. Solomon

said the destruction of the poor is their poverty. That is true,

socially and individually. But poverty from its own depths

cannot but bring forth the wild, disordered anarchy of despair,

when its last condition is worse than its first, or it can, by

hopeful volition and persistent activity, translate itself from

mere animal suffering and discontent easily appeased into a

conscious, well-ordered uprising for a more excellent method
for the extinction of poverty by the poverty-stricken. The
time has arrived when those who feel its pinch should of

themselves decree that it is useless, dangerous, and ought to

be abolished. (Cheers.) I am here to state the problem of

London poverty as I see it, and to suggest to those who are,

or will be ere you die, within its toils, how best it can be

overcome. Yes, three out of five in this room will, before they

die, land in the workhouse, the infirmary, or some kindred

institution. Yes, of 42,440 persons in St. Luke's City Road
area 9,244, or 22 per cent., live in one-room tenements; whilst

of a total of 9,847 tenements in St. Luke's 3,536, or 35 per

cent., were tenements of one room, and on these figures it is

safe to say 50 per cent, at least are overcrowded.



That was the cold statistical fact, and facts were so

nourishing that Carlyle had asked to be fed upon them. The
social problem in London is mainly begotten of poverty of

means in the poor, poverty of ideas in the community, and
perpetuates itself by its sordid characteristics and conditions.

In this, the greatest, wealthiest, and presumably best governed

city in the world, we have a problem that demands much of

the energy and wealth we are dissipating for less worthy
causes in the outposts of Empire. (Cheers.) Solomon has

said, possibly to Queen Sheba, probably at the Zimbabwe
temples in the Northern Transvaal—(laughter)—" The fool

has his eyes in the ends of the earth "
; that by recent events

is lamentably true, as can now be easily seen in the past three

years, which proves that there are too many fools in this

country. (Laughter and cheers.) The fact is there are

900,000 people in London living in overcrowded dwelling?, of

whom nearly 500,000 are living the life of the one-room tene-

ment. (" Shame.") Yes, but partly on the one-room tenants,

whose ox-like submission to intolerable conditions invites

further degradation, if that be possible. (Cheers.) This table

of overcrowding is the measure of your problem and the

standard of your duty. But even this does not symptomise

the burdens of the poor other than to give us a register of how
cabined, cribbed, confined they live, in what should be the

nursery of happy childhood, of shelter for the man, and

sanctuary for the aged—a sweet and happy home.

The number of persons living in tenements (of 1 to 4
rooms) is 2,333,152

Of these—

1,086,537 live less than 2 to a room, leaving .

.

.

.

1,246,615

who are living 2 to a room and upwards.

762,417 live 2 (but less than 3) to a room, leaving .

.

. . 484,198

who are living 3 to a room and upwards.

299,074 live 3 (but less than 4) to a room, leaving .

.

. . 185,124

who are living 4 to a room and upwards.

114,714 live 4 (but less than 5) to a room, leaving ... 70,410

who are living 5 to a room and upwards.

43,443 live 5 (but less than 6) to a room, leaving . . .

.

26,267

who are living 6 to a room and upwards.



17,93+ live 6 (but less than 7) to a room, leaving . . .

.

9,033
who are living 7 to a room and upwards.

6,153 live 7 (but less than 8) to a room, leaving . . .

.

2,880

who are living 8 to a room and upwards.

1,841 live 8 (but less than 9) to a room, leaving .. .. 1,032

who are living 9 to a room and upwards.

These facts are a sad commentary on the poem, "The
stately homes of England, how beautiful they stand," These
overcrowded tenements cannot be described but as brick boxes

with slate lids,

Where home is a hovel and dull we grovel,

Forgetting that the world is fair.

At least a million of people who live thus, on wages that

barely sustain decent life, are but prisoners of poverty, whose

lot in life is but a funeral procession from the cradle to the

grave. We must go to the rescue of these people—the out-

landers at home, the outsiders down our streets, the insiders in

our slums, and the outcasts in our parks and public places.

For these, as soon as practicable, better homes should be

provided at once, in the interests of physique, of morals, of

industrial efficiency, and municipal health. For this object

the London County Council has done much, and would like to

do more if it had the means and the power. Hitherto,

Parliament has been too slow to give facilities for the solution

of this problem, but this must, by the pressure of the poor

themselves, be altered. You have to see to it, that they not

only demand their rights, but interest yourselves by forming

moral and ethical centres from which should radiate personal

advice to these prisoners of poverty who have lost heart and

the spirit and courage of manhood. (Loud cheers.) Yes, on

you, the aristocracy of labour, who are here to-night, the

greater burden of responsibility for altering this must rest.

Your immunity from these conditions ought to be the measure

of your duty to help those who clamour for your aid. Yes,

put yourselves in the position of John Bradford, who on seeing

a criminal going to prison, said, "There but for the grace of

God, goes John Bradford/' If the grace oi better conditions

have been with you to that extent, you must help the fallen



and succour the weak. And in this work do not allow conven-

tion, false pride, and snobbery prevent you doing manly work.

The pitiful sight was too often witnessed of tenpenny Jack
looking down on sixpenny Tom. What snobs many working

people were. They were more snobbish than lords, who had
some reasons for being so. (Cheers.) The effect of this was
a lack of unity in matters that affected all, and which could

not be realised except by co-operative effort on the part of all,

especially skilled and unskilled. Housing, re-housing, dis-

housing, rapid-traction trams at a penny universal fare

in London are good, and if done on a large scale very

effective remedies. If this problem of re-housing of the middle

classes had been grappled with, and met as it had been in the

West End, the same means must be available for the

mechanical producing classes—the poor. But there are other,

if minor, remedies in the reach of the people themselves.

Making every allowance for environment affecting will and

conduct, there are thousands of homes in London which are

dirty because the dwrellers are drunken ; filthy because their

tenants are foul; verminous because their tenants are as lazv as

their landlords are exacting. It is not always the pig-stye; it

is sometimes—yea, too often—the pig. Go into some mean
streets, where wages are under 30s. One home is clean,

bright, attractive, and in the same street, with more money,

and often more room, others are dirty, untidy, noisome in

their conditions. Why ? Because too many workmen work

hard five days, but on the sixth are generally found at the

" Corner Pin " spotting winners and catching losers. (Cheers.)

This some people will contend is due to conditions that few

men can alter and fewer overthrow. I do not altogether hold

that view. It is too oriental in its bland submissiveness to

fate. Will can counteract environment just as " men are the

sport of circumstances, when circumstances should be the

sport of men." See to it that so far as you are concerned

the home, however humble, shall be the abode of men and

women free from the curse of drink and the chloroforming

effect it has upon all who come within its power. It makes



all the difference to the appearance of home whether a little

soap, some love, and will is there or not. (Cheers.) It is

often alleged against the London County Council that in its

housing schemes it does not re-house the dis-housed and give

shelter to the very poor. These are objection? not against the

Council, but are due to causes that are economic, personal, or

industrial. If the London County Council rents are too high

it would be a mistake to lower the rent by reducing the

standard of tenements and degrading the character of accom-

modation. This would defeat the real end of housing, which

is better, cleaner, and larger homes. Better that wages should

follow rent than rent be adapted to wages. Then, cheap

house rent at the community's expense would be a grant in aid

to lower wages which must be enormously raised if industrial

efficiency and hygienic comfort is to be maintained. In the

movement for the better housing of the poor there is a serious

problem confronting London. This vast city is being divided

up into western cities of the rich and eastern parishes of the

poor—chessboard areas, the kings, bishops, and castles having

the best and winning pieces, the less favoured having but the

pawns of poverty. What is worse, a great gulf, widened by

modern wealth-worship, is growing every day. This is bad

for the poor, but it is worse for the rich. It deprives

the rich of the only really great pleasure of life—the power
of dutiful sacrifice, helping, not taking. In depriving their

life of the luxury of helping their poorer brethren by per-

sonal contact and service they are leaving untouched the real

joy of human life. This separation makes the poor bitter, and
their leper-like isolation from their wealthier fellows destroys

the neighbourly spirit—a great feature in communal and
national life. (Cheers.) Coming here from Moorgate Street,

about half a mile, I passed through a silent city of the dead.

There were warehouses and factories, the rooms of which did

not appear overcrowded, nor were their inanimate commodities

congested; but man, poor man, who produces these com-
m( dities, that are stored in splendid and healthful isolation, is

piled storey upon storey, which is bad, but there is overcrowding



in the rooms, which is infinitely worse, by all the tests of

health, morality, and disease. It is difficult to provide a single

remedy for this. But the remedy is made more difficult by

the fact that only the poor who work in these factories and live

near them become hardened to their lot, and the sympathetic

or susceptible amongst the comfortable classes do not see from a

higher standard the change that is needed. Inter-communica-

tion by rapid transit may help, but there are more human
agencies that can render greater service. There is no royal

road to the housing problem. If the housing problem was to

be solved at all, it would be by the 40,000 local governing areas

of England, Scotland, Irtland, and Wales, each in its own
limits, grappling with its own problem. Certain it is that the

proposal of " garden cities " will not do all that is advanced on

their behalf. That admirable book by Mr. S. Rowntree, on
" Poverty in York," shows that manageable aggregations of

people, even with a surfeit of religious aid, are confronted with

the disease of capitalist poverty which is endemic, where not

congenital. We have to see that this condition for human
beings is altered—as it can be for goods and chattels, then why
not for men ? In this alteration all classes must help either from

shame, duty, or necessity. Neglected too long it may be a

peril all the more serious because it could be prevented and

had been forewarned-. (Cheers.) Beyond the remedies I have

previously suggested, namely, Parliamentary help by Fair

Rent Courts, building, and municipal owning, the one supreme

remedy immediately at hand is for the overcrowded to think

more and to drink less, of their own initiative to help reforms

that will help themselves, to be persistent in rising upwards

and not vigilant in sliding downwards, and to spend on the

improvement of their lot, even on rent for better homes, w hat is

now devoted to drink, betting, and worse. Many of them knew
the genealogy of every racehorse since Eclipse. That with them
is first, their wives and children and the rest nowhere. The next

problem that engages our attention is the numbers, causes of,

and conditions of our dependent poor. The problem is stated

by Charles Booth in his monumental work on " Life and Labour
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of the People of London." The facts and theories of that dread

inventory of London's poverty are confirmed in startling com-

parison, as applied to all Britain, by Mr. Rowntree in a similar

examination into "The Short and Simple Annals of the Poor"

in York. Outside these authorities the workhouse points the

moral, the hospital adorns the tale. Asylum, shelter, gaol,

and lodging-house, each add their tale of suffering and

poverty. The problem in size consists for London of

124,000 paupers and vagrants, 30,000 casual poor in lodging-

houses, 20,000 pauper lunatics, 6,000 imbeciles, 40,000

prostitutes, 50,000 criminal population. Add to these the

5,000,000 people who in any one year are inmates of, or out-

patients to, London hospitals, infirmaries, convalescent homes,

or public institutions to which indigence is the rough test of

admission or relief, and never forget that 70 per cent, of our

countrymen and countrywomen between the ages of sixty and

sixty-five are paupers. And when we remember that of

90,000 deaths last year in this London of ours, 27,000 were in

public institutions, of which 14,000 were in workhouses alone,

we have the general position of how the London working-class

lives. (Cheers). It is not for me to apportion the blame for

this condition, except to say it is not all social or all

individual. But Ideem it my duty to say that but for Drink

and its concomitant evils our problem would be smaller and

our remedies more effective. (Cheers). Take one phase of last

year's lunacy in London. These are the determining or con-

tributory causes : out of 1,671 patients received in 1900, intem-

perance in drink, 584 ; domestic troubles, 198 ; adverse circum-

stances, 191 ; worry and overwork, 166; love affairs, 55; religious

excitement, 34. Certainly it is safe to say that 20 to 30 per

cent, of lunacy is due to liquor, and probably more if the trans-

mitted and hereditary influence of drink could be accurately

measured. No wonder that a worldly paper, written by

worldly people for men of the world, should say, as the Referee

did on October 20, 1901 :
" Poverty, insanity, crime, disease,

and death are the flagrant followers of drunkenness. There is

probably no other single cause which is one half so fruitful in



mischief to mankind." " Tis true 'tis pity, pity 'tis 'tis true."

But dark as that picture of drink and its causes is, there is a

bright side so far as crime is concerned. In 1868 461 per

100,000 was the proportion of criminals to population. For-

tunately, through education, the humanising of prison treat-

ment, industrial and other causes, this had diminished in 1899

to 239 per 100,000. (Cheers.) But it cannot be said of

drunkenness that it has hidden its diminished head. On the

contrary, it had increased from 428 per 100,000 to 674 per

100,000 in 1899. In London the number of apprehensions

had increased from 20,658 in 1887 to 56,066 in 1899, or from

3f per 100,000 to 8| per 100,000. This increase is concurrent

with higher wages and good trade, which should have con-

tributed less to drink than they unfortunately have. If

magistrates, police and people were to realise their duty in this

matter much might be done to diminish one of our worst and

most difficult problems. I believe that the " means to do ill

deeds make ill deeds done" ; that in London the licensed

premises are shamefully in excess of the demand ; and that in

chronically poor districts poverty and drink acts and re-acts

upon each other till it is difficult for some, not myself, to

decide what is true, whether drink causes poverty, or poverty

causes drink. Certain it is that drinking is increasing among
working women. With a comfortable income and family life

is difficult enough for any woman, but for a workman's wife

with a fluctuating pound a week in an overcrowded tenement,

without rest or change, it is heroism. They all deserve the

Victoria Cross. Monotony and drudgery are responsible for

the wife doing quietly what her husband has done

openly. To each married man I make this appeal

—when you have a spare hour take the missus

out. (Loud cheers.) Take the missus and children to theatre,

music halls, parks, libraries, museum, and the number of places

of healthy diversion and recreation that the London County

Council and the State, by collective effort, have secured for

the musical, artistic, and recreative enjoyment of all. Spend
on books what is often given to beer ; to mental improvement
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what is given to gambling. I believe that the best and most

simple remedy for drink is abstinence, but this must be

supplemented by local or legislative action. One drink-cursed

district, Liverpool, has since 1889 added 78,000 to its popula-

tion, reduced its police drunkenness cases from 16,000 to 4.180,

its crime from 926 to 552 per 100,000, its policemen by 100

at a saving of £8.000 to the rates—mainly by the simple remedy

of having got rid of 345 licensed premises in eleven years.

(Cheers.) If this is practicable in Liverpool, why not in London ?

where, owing too frequently to magistrates and police, a

similar reduction has not been made. In London there are

10,000 lic jn3ei premiss*, thickest in p))r dstricts, s id alter-

natives to dreary and overcrowded homes, sapping physique,

as recruiting figures prove, undermining morality, impairing

skill, deteriorating efficiency, stifling happiness, killing homes,

and breaking hearts. (Loudf cheers.) Four pounds per head

of population, or £20 per family, is the average of our swollen

drink bill of £160,000,000 for the last year. A few contrasts

illuminate the waste of this. Thirty thousand Friendly

Societies, with 12,000,000 members, have accumulated

£40,000,000 in fifty years, or as much only as the nation

spent in drink in any three months of last year. Last year

the much-abused Trade Unions, with all their strikes (68 per

cent, of which were wholly or partially successful), inflicted a

loss of half a day per annum on all the working classes at

work. This involved a cost of less than £1,000,000, for which

they secured £24,000,000 in higher wages, and a net ^ain of

11,000,000 reduced hours of work, beyond other improved
conditions. Something attempted, something done. (Loud
cheers.) Yet on drink, betting, and gambling, and the loss

entailed thereby, from thirty to fifty days per annum were

lost, with no advantage at all. There's restriction of output.

Yet the Times is silent about that national waste, that if

diverted to every married couple reaching sixty years will give

them £100 per annum pension, and which, if unrestricted,

will industrially diminish both our material and moral ad-

vantages. Certain it is the Drink problem is ready for
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solution. When a trade has reached the stage of saying, as it

did in 1895, " Our one object is to nturn b/ all legitimate
u means, regardless of politics, to the House of Commons and
" other administrative bodies, candidates favourable to Trade
" Interests," then it is time for such a purpose that trade was

overthrown. The Trade is always ready to defend its sordid

interests, and in the solidarity with which it attacks the

morale of the nation, and the vigour with which it defends

its position, the community has a lesson of organisation for its

example in the highest interests of our people. (Cheers.)

The third problem is the unmistakable change coming
over the rich and poor in England and London. The rich

want to be richer; wealth worship has become a fetish,

noblesse oblige amongst the titled is dying. They are shirking

public duties, giving to sport, horse-racing, pleasure and ping-

pong what should be given to national government, municipal

administration, and to public duties. Restless, wandering,

the peripatetic rich are as great a problem as the nomadic
poor. One, in fact, is the cause and counterpart of the other.

Their vicious prodigal example is spreading to every class less

fortunate than themselves in other people's money. The fact

is that the idle, non-productive rich, the drones who impu-

dently accuse the working bees of restriction of output, are

only powerful for harm in so far as the workers have allowed

them to accumulate in heaps what should be distributed over

a wider field. (Cheers.) Money is like manure, no good in

heaps, only beneficial when it is distributed over the working-

class field from which it has been collected. (Loud cheers.)

The rich, by mere surfeit, have become luxurious and insolent,

mere money is their aim in life, and Shakespeare's description

of them is tragically true to-day.

44 Why, that's the end ot wealth ! Thrust riches outward

And remain beggars within, contemplate nothing

But the vile sordid things of time, place, money,

And let the noble and the precious go."
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As to the poor, a change is coming over them. Over-

specialised in their work, over-athleticised in their play, Jingo-

ised in their politics, rushing from the extremes of depression

at monotonous work, or from sordid homes, to the Bacchan-

alian orgies of Mafeking week. They were rearing up a

race of people who could and did applaud sport in which

they could not indulge, as did the Greeks and Romans in the

days of their degradation. Mistaking bigness of territory

for greatness of national life, they are construing violence of

their rulers for strength, insular conceit for capacity. The
ancient Puritan reserve is being abandoned, and through lack

of a decent home life, through street life, town-bred con-

ditions, a cheap-and-nasty Press, they are becoming the alter-

nating puppets either of politicians or their plutocratic

masters. Thomas Carlyle had predicted that a popular Press

would inaugurate the triumph of Democracy. At this moment
it was more likely to make for its undoing, not to say its

downfall. Certainly they had lost their old-time dignity.

(Cheers.) The franchise has been abused, and not used, as it

should have been. Snobbery, apathy, drink, betting, alter-

nately distract, divert, and divide the workmen in what should

be a common and united effort. Higher wages are not always

used as they should be ; shorter hours are not always used for

the best purposes ; libraries, parks, and other amenities are in

no sense fully and effectively used. If American workmen are

better, as alleged, may it not be that they get double our wages

and drink half our quantity of whisky ? And as yet they still feel

the impulse of the free conditions under which they live and

lack the slavery of caste and class that is our bane, and prevents

initiative in mind as in industry. So far the workmen have

failed to realise their duty and the responsibility of industrial

citizenship. Securing a few crumbs of reform, they are content

—not asking too much is their fault. The curse of the working

class is the fewness of their wants, the poverty of their desires,

the over-loading of a few sensuous tastes, the absence of a

varied set of elevated and healthy desires. This must not be
;

if it is to be, all the predictions of the enemies of Democracy
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will be justified. The working classes are the bulk o the

nation, and if the majority of the people display these character-

istics the end of the nation is not far off. In these matters I

am not a Jeremiah, and do not take a pessimistic view; on the

contrary, I believe that the working class, with all its

deficiencies, has within it potentialities of great and glorious

future. What is more, in recent years, it has achieved

much ; but the pace of reform is too slow. But,

like all other classes, they must be reminded of their

duty to themselves, especially in their dependence on the

mere rich. How is it they send to the House of Commons
only ten Labour members and some hundreds of brewers,

millionaires, directors, and worse ? Is slavery still in your

blood ? Has serfdom been suppressed only for snobbery to

take its place ? Has past dependence on others sterilised your

instincts for liberty and your power to be free men ? Is the

workman still a child, that he should need the other classes

always to lead him ? No, I do not yet believe this to be true.

(Cheers.) If it is not true, do not copy the rich in their abuse

of wealth or imitate those whom you now alternately envy or

fear. We are in a new year, in a new century ; new duties

arise, new responsibilities spring up. We are an old country

and an older people ; many of our virtues may have become
jaded by sheer wear of time. We certainly have had trans-

mitted to us many of our defects, such as hard drinking and
worse, which are now revealing themselves. Why accentuate
these disabilities by adding to them physical, moral, and
industrial evils that spring fron wanton indulgences ? Throw
these off at once. Quit yourselves like men. You are the

arbiters for the good government of 500,000,000 of people.

There is famine in India, red ruin in Africa, faction at home. A
world Empire engages your attention, and should secure your

devoted energies and thought. All your sobriety, courage,

self-sacrifice is needed for London's sake and Britain's future.

In your interests for your well-being, for the security of our

people and the permanent glory of our race, I ask, I plead, I

implore you to see that you so equip yourselves with those
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qualities, virtues, and capacities as to enable you to secure

the triumph of your couse, so that we can say

:

The end lies hid in future victory,

Won by the faithfulness of man to man.

CLoud applause.)

Or will you, heedless of what we have told you, what you
can see is necessary, remain, as the bulk of you may, in the

hell of a self-inflicted poverty through a self-imposed apathy

and neglect ?

If so, as KipMng, in penitence now, says for less worthy
things, in to-day's Times :

—

No doubt but ye are the people—absolute, strone, and wise;

Whatever your heart has desired ye have not withheld from your
eyes.

On your own heads, in your own hands, the sin and the saving

lies

!

Let that saving come at once. I am but doing my duty in

urging you to accelerate its arrival. (Cheers.)

There is a strong incentive for us all to work, as I have in-

dicated, for the regeneration of London, for all its faults London
is capable of being made what William Dunbar said of it in

the sixteenth century, "Gemme of all Joye, Jasper of Jocundite,

London, thou art the flour of Cities all"; and in trying to

revive that picture in the homes and lives of London's myriads,

there is joy unspeakable in the fight. Why is it that we take

the delight we do in performing our work ? What inspires

the devoted band of Councillors, whose loving labour

for this City is its brightest ornament? Because slowly,

but surely, I can see the face of this grand old London of ours

changing its aspect every day under the sympathetic touch of

the Councils hand. I can see the wrinkles being slowly pressed

out of the face of this grand old city. I can see the shadows
passing away and the tears disappearing, and I see
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coming into the face of this London of ours, as the

result of our twelve years' work, the realisation of my
early dreams and visions, the rearing in happy homes
of strong men and fair women, from whose loins will

come proud, health) 7

, and strong children, rejoicing because

they knew not sorrow in their childhood nor the lack of proper

food. That is the London which I want, tnat is the city for

which I yearn. Wnat is the incentive to me to work for it ?

Here you are ! I come home from the House of Commons
through the South-West of London. As I come along the

kindly policeman—more kindly than men of his cloth used to

be—says, " Good night, John." The reply goes back, " Good
night, constable." The prematurely-old watchman, to whom
the Council's charter of labour has given a decent lot in life,

says, as he leans upon his stick close to his coke fire trimming
his lamps, " Good night, John; you are greyer than when I

worked at with you." As I pass along from street to

stn et in the dark watches of the night the wanton woman ofthe

streets, on whom the lot falls, sa\s, " Good night, Mr. Burns,"

and I reply, " Good night, my girl." On I go and pass the

poverty-stricken woman, who, perhaps, being unable to earn

the necessaries of life, has snatched at the loaf of lust, telling

some tale of woe to a policeman. And then on to the bridges

— the County Council Bridges. There, harboured in the

recesses, I see boys—hooligans, they call them— I see the lads,

the victims of a bad environment, more sinned against than

sinning, huddled up in the corners, and some of them plead,

" Give me a penny, Mr. Burns, to buy a cup of coffee." All

these human derelicts, these moral undesirables, are the

victims of money, monopoly, drink or neglect. I pursue my
journey, and the biting wind makes me turn my collar up.

Then, for a while, I pause, and, as the poet has said, "stand-

ing on the bridge at midnight, with the waters running down,"

I look at the circuit of electric and gas lamps which shine

like emeralds on the crescent front of Old Father Thames.

Then I think and think, with the enormous city stretching far

away, of the duty, the problem, the remedies to be applied on
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the morrow, either in the House of Commons or the County
Council Chamber—or anywhere else—there, in suffering Lon-
don town, is my incentive to work, and it ought to be yours.

Behind it all I hear the still small voice of duty, see the faces

of the urchins in the recesses of the bridge ; and prematurely

old watchman, hear the resonant strong voice of the constables

which betokens his healthy life and good feeding amidst the

hills and dales of the country, and one day when our Social

Problems are solved and this London of ours is what we intend

to make it, the civic sentinel will cry the long dark night has

passed, the dawn of better things has come, then it will be

Good Morning, for sorrow will have flown away. (Loud and
prolonged applause).
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